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Galeco Rainwater
Technology

Galeco Rainwater Technology is an international business 
group operating on the markets of majority of European 
countries. We specialize in the designing, modernization, 
production, logistics and distribution of gutter systems. 
We are the leading manufacturer of gutter systems and 
we find the prevalent objective of our activities to satisfy 
the needs of our customers to the professional service, 
engagement enthusiasm and continuous searching 
for new solutions.

In order to fully satisfy our customers, we offer modern 
gutter systems with various dimensions, colours, 
made from various materials.

The Galeco PVC system is made from polyvinyl chloride 
and features high tensile, bending strength and resistance 
to mechanical damage. It is light and resistant to the 
operation of both high and low temperatures and is simple 
and fast in assembly. The Galeco PVC gutters are made 
on the basis of the co-extrusion process.

The Galeco STEEL system is a very heavy-duty product, 
constructed from steel coated with four protective layers.

The Galeco STEEL gutters hold profiles deeper than 
those offered on the Polish market by our competitors. 
Therefore, with the same width of the gutter, the efficiency 
of discharging water by means of Galeco gutter increases 
significantly. We have also taken care of their appearance - 
the attractive colours and long length components protected 
from scratching make the product popular among both 
domestic and foreign customers of Galeco.

The rising and rising needs of our customers make 
us develop and modernize our products, using feedback 
from the market. We also made efforts to be as close 
to our customers as possible. We hold eight commercial 
centres, capable of supplying our customers with anything 
they may wish owing to the specially developed logistics 
system. In Europe, our distribution network expands from 
year to year. In Romania and Moldavia, Galeco Transylvania 
performs with their activities, in Hungary – Galeco Hungaria, 
while on the markets of Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Lithuania, Russia, Latvia, and Slovakia we are 
represented by the distributors leading on these markets. 
We offer the beneficial terms of cooperation based 
on the proper balancing of the price, quality, commercial 
terms and the level of service. Our efforts have been 
appreciated with a number of awards, such as Reliable 
Company, Fair Play Enterprise or Business Gazelle.

The quality of a work has been documented with 
the Consumer Brown Laurels and EuroBrand title.

Our firm has the implemented and properly functioning 
quality assurance system. In our operations, we place 
a bet on the quality of our products, as well as experience 
and high qualifications of our employees.

Your cooperation is cordially welcomed.

Yours truly

Szczepan Buryło 
Director of the Board
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC

Mission of the Company

As the leading supplier of the run-off water discharging 
systems, we aim at satisfying the needs of the customers 
through the professional services, commitment 
and enthusiasm, as well as continuous search 
for innovative solutions.

In our business activities, we are driven by the principles 
of ethics, and the satisfaction of customers and employees 
are the superior objective to us.

Patent for a smile

Amongst the numerous advantages of the Galeco gutter 
systems, the most valuable are the unique ones, among 
others, the patented gutter profile. The internal gutter 
turn-down is our trade mark, and our advantage over 
our competitors and our smile through the rain.

Approved quality

Bearing the quality of our products in mind and our 
customer’s safety, we improve our organization and products 
on a regular basis. Since the very beginning of our activities, 
we have been awarded with many distinctions, prizes 
& certificates. We have been awarded with the “Reliable 
Company” award, “Fair Play Enterprise” award, and “Business 
Gazelle” prizes. Our products were awarded with “Bronze 
Consumer Laurels” and as the “The Best European Brand”.

In 2004, Galeco was awarded with the Quality Management 
ISO 9001 certificate.
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Galeco in Poland & Europe

Galeco Sp. z o. o. with its headquarters in Kraków, has been 
active since 1996. From the very beginning, our company 
focuses on the designing, production, and distribution 
of precise and efficient gutter systems. From year to year, 
the Galeco offer is successively expanding and adjusting 
to our customer needs.

Acting in the Galeco Rainwater Technology Business Group, 
we are one of the leading gutter systems producers, 
recognized both in Poland and abroad. Competent domestic 
customer service is provided by our strategically located 
Commercial Offices.

Up till now, the company’s important development directions 
were in the Middle-Eastern European markets. On the 
Romanian and Hungarian markets, we respectively operate 
as Galeco Transylvania and Galeco Hungary. We are also 
present in the Ukraine, Lithuania, Latvia, Slovakia, Moldova, 
Russia, the Czech Republic, and Bulgaria.
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Galeco PVC

The Galeco PVC is made from the polyvinyl chloride. 
The high quality of the material used, high resistance 
to mechanical damage, tensile and bending strength 
and 100% of resistance to corrosion impact the long-term 
functionality of the system. Aesthetic completion, resistance 
to fading, wide selection of colours and dimensions make 
the system fit to any type of the building. The exceptional 
feature of each Galeco system is the internal turn down 
of the gutter edges. Such a solution guarantees that the 
water cannot overflow through the gutter even during 
heavy precipitation.
All the components of the Galeco PVC system have been 
precisely worked out such that the system may be used 
for long years provided that it is properly assembled.
The joints (the element connecting two gutters) and outlets 
hold special side holders.
Owing to such profiling, these components are fastened 
to the front board providing for the stabilization of the entire 
system and minimizing the risk of leaks as the very gutter 
remains the only movable element in order to facilitate the 
assembly of the system, the assembly lines showing the place 
of pushing the gutter nearer depending on the assembly 
prevalent temperature have been indicated on the joints 
and  corners.
The Galeco PVC system is mounted specially reinforced 
hooks, capable of being adjusted vertically. They have 
been created as a result of tests from among the users 
and execution companies.
The Galeco PVC systems may be assembled following 
the previous laying of the roof cover.
The solution allows avoiding doing the damage 
to the system through the course, roof tiles that may 
fall down in the course of roof assembly.
When properly maintained, the gutter system offered will 
be operable for a number of years. In addition, Galeco 
provides for the system a 10-year, written guarantee 
of the manufacturer.

Gutter System
Galeco PVC
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Material

Non-plastified polyvinyl chloride (hard), constituting the product of polymerization of the vinyl chloride is used for 
production of gutters and down pipes. Such a material displays high mechanical strength, is nonflammable, corrosion 
resistant and resistant to the majority of aggressive substances soluble in rain water, and above all, biologically resistant 
to the operation of bacteria. Owing to the appropriate additives, the material is also resistant to UV radiation 
and has proper colour and gloss.

Physical properties of Galeco PVC systems

Galeco

Vicet softening point +82,4ºC

Dimensions stability at 100ºC 
(the so-called gutter compression)

-2,0%

Impact strength at.: +20ºC / -20ºC Not broken / No data available

Maximum tensile stress 49,4 MPa

Tearing stress Bd

Elongation on breaking 158%

Resistance to +150ºC No change

Water proofing entirely water proof

(PVC-u) With additives providing the protection for UV

Rozszerzalność cieplna PVC Average of 0,08 mm/m/K

Average density ~ 1,4 g/cm3

Surface resistance Exceeds 1012 Ohma
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Technology

In 2008, the Galeco PVC system was expanded with a new quality gutter system, manufactured according| 
to a state-of-the-art technology – coextrusion. The load-bearing layer, which is the core of the profile, is permanently 
connected to the outer layer, which translates into the maximisation of various parameters: inner layers: optimisation 
of mechanical resistance; outer layers: resistance to UV rays, as well as colour and gloss. 

System features

 ∙ traditional, European, semicircular shape of the gutter
 ∙ turn-downs from the front and rear stiffen the gutter
 ∙ internal turn down – to the inside – prevents the water from splashing out during intense, violent precipitation and 
additionally increases the service cross-section of the gutter

 ∙ stable design, resistant to thermal expansion – owing to the permanent fastening of joints and outlets to the front board, 
they „operate” under the influence of the temperature, through expanding and shrinking of only single gutters rather than 
the entire system

 ∙ the use of non-gasket outlet guarantees high level of sealing of the pipe connection, thanks to the specially designed 
inner profiles

 ∙ the assembly lines on the joints allow the precise installation of the gutter in variable thermal conditions
 ∙ high-quality gaskets, with the shape facilitating depressing the profile to the fitting ensure the system tightness
 ∙ broad selection of hooks allows their selection depending on the preferences of the customers
 ∙ clamping rings adapted for dowels with various lengths facilitate the assembly of pipes on insulated buildings
 ∙ bends with non-standard angles, which enable the using of the system even on roofs with complicated architectural 
structure

Advantages

Patented shape of the gutter protecting from 
overflow of water, even during heavy rain.

State-of-the-art gasket free method of joining the
gutter with the down pipe guarantees leak proof
protection.

High resistance to temperature differences.

Convenient installation of the system: first assembly 
of the hooks, then after fitting the guttes, the assembly 
of the gutters.

Thanks to the bright interior of the longitudinal 
elements, the heating up of the system is reduced 
by 15%, which in turn enhances its resistance
to tensioning.

After the assembly the only movable element is the 
gutter, ensured by the top system stability.

The enhanced gloss of the guttering system makes
it possible to enjoy its perfect appearance for many 
long years.

Specially profiled gutter hook with a high 
loadstrength.

Specially selected material is protected by the 
UV PROTECT system, which secures the colour
against the harmful impact of atmospheric factors.

1.  Fine look.

2.  Wide selection of colours guaranteeing the right 
system for each type of roof.

3.  Top quality material for long-life functionality.

4. 10-year warranty.

5. High mechanical resistance.

6. Durable colours.

7.  Fittings of 90/110/130 of Galeco PVC systems 
look alike and therefore one roof may have 
several systems of different size installed without 
compromising its uniform look.

Functional values
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The system selection

When selecting a gutter system, it is recommended to make sure whether it is able to collect water from the roof surface 
on a particular building. In order to do this, it is required to calculate the maximum effective surface of the building’s roof.

Calculating Effective Roof Area (ERA)

C

B

Efficiency table

Galeco PVC

Down pipe 
settings

Gutter type / pipe size

90 / 50 110 / 80 130 / 80 130 / 100 150 / 100 180 / 125

52 m2 83 m2 115 m2 115 m2 150 m2 248 m2

69 m2 194 m2 270 m2 270 m2 325 m2 502 m2

Application

surface area
37,5 cm2

Galeco 90 is a gutter system designed for roof dromers, summerhouses, smaller 
garages, balconies,sheds; supplementing Galeco 130 system.

surface area
52,5 cm2

Galeco 110 system is a gutter system for larger garages, sheds, small single-familly 
houses, terraces and utility buildings; supplementing Galeco 130 system.

surface area
82,5 cm2

Galeco 130 is a basic gutter system for single-familty houses, residential buildings 
and small industrial buildings.

surface area
112 cm2

Galeco 150 is a gutter system for large uniform roof areas on industrial buildings 
and large residential buildings.

surface area
156 cm2

Galeco 180 is a gutter system for a very big roof areas on industrial buildings 
and residential buildings.

The above calculations are performed with the assumption that the precipitation discharge rate is equal to 75mm/h, 
while the roof inclination is 50º maximum. For the roofs with inclination lower than 10º or flat roofs, the maximum, 
efficient area is equal to the roof area.

When the calculations have been completed it is sufficient to have a glance at the table provided below, 
specifying the capacity of the particular gutter systems.

The composite of data from the table with the area dedicated for dewatering facilitates the selection of the system optimal 
for the specific building (the data in the table to determine the maximum area of the roof, from which the water may 
be discharged by particular systems).

Roof area in sq. m =(C/2+B)* roof length.

If the design provides for the corners, increase ERA by:
a) 10% – assembly of the corner up to 2 m from the outlet
b) 5% – more than 2 m
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Storage

The gutters and down pipe should be stored on the flat surface, in horizontal position. The first layer of gutters and pipes 
should be laid down on even bases and should have contact with them along its entire length. The detached heaps without 
retaining elements may have the height not exceeding three bundles. The pipes or gutters dedicated for cutting should 
be removed from the bundles prior to cutting in order to get rid of harmful concentration of stresses which may lead 
to the damage in the course of cutting. 
The gutters and pipes should not be stored in the places exposed to strong sunlight and high-temperature. The fittings 
in cartons should be stored under the roof.

Transport

 ∙ the freight must be made unmovable
 ∙ the load is to be placed in a horizontal position, on a flat and even surface
 ∙ manual loading and discharge is recommended
 ∙ exercise extra caution in low temperatures

Maintenance

All gaskets are lubricated with a glidant in order to avoid high levels of noise in joints. The gaskets must not be washed with 
such technical substances as technical soap or detergents (wash-up liquid). The gutters should be cleaned on a regular basis, 
the leaves and other contaminations removed at least twice a year.

Certificates and guarantee

Polish Standard PN-EN 607 – November 2005, “Roof gutters and elements of equipment from PVC-U. Definitions, 
requirements and testing - regarding the gutters and gutter fittings.

Polish Standard PN-EN 12200-1 – 1 July 2002, “Systems of pipe conduits from plastic materials for rainwater for outside 
application above ground. Non-plastified vinyl poly(chloride) (PVC-U)” – regarding pipes and gutter fittings.

Polish Standard PN-EN 1462 – April 2006 “Holders for roof gutters. Requirements and testing - regarding hooks.
Proprietary declarations have been confirmed by the tests performed at the Institute of Building Technology (ITB): 
reports from tests No.: LOW/002A/2006, LOW/031/2006, LOW/032/2006, LOW/019.1/2007, LOW/108.1/2008.

Guarantee – 10 years of guarantee for mechanical strength.
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC
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universal gully BUT

elastic 
elbow KE

down pipe RU

branch 67º TR

clamping ring OD

down pipe RU

muff MU

down pipe RU

elbow 67º KO

angle 
external
LZ

PVC bracket 
HP

angle 
internal 
LW

gutter RY

gutter RY

outlet OP

gutter RY

metal bracket 
with support  
HD

connector 
LA

right 
endcap ZP

long metal 
bracket HM

elbow 67º KO

pegged screw D

down pipe RU

Gutter System
Galeco PVC

Available colours
Galeco PVC

90 / 50 110 / 80 130 / 100 150 / 100 180 / 125

~ RAL 8003 C Copper

~ RAL 8019 V Dark brown

~ RAL 9010 W White

~ RAL 9005 B Black

~ RAL 7035-7036 G Light grey

~ RAL 7037 G Dark grey

~ RAL 3013-3016 R Dark red

~ RAL 7015 A Graphite

~ RAL 8017 K Chocolate brown

NOVELTY
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 90 / 50

elements of the gutter

gutter

V

CODE A B C D

RE090-RY200 90 52 2000 102

10 units in plastic bag /300 units on pallet

connector

V

CODE A B

RE090-LA 90 87

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

outlet

V

CODE A B C

RE090-OP050 90 142 50

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

PVC bracket

V

CODE A

RE090-HP 90

10 units in plastic bag /60 units in carton

long metal bracket

V

CODE A B C

RE090-HM 90 275 25

1 unit in plastic bag /25 units in carton

angle external 90º

V

CODE A B C

RE090-LZ090 90 148 42

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

angle internal 90º

V

CODE A B C

RE090-LW090 90 154 42

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

angle external 135º

V

CODE A

RE090-LZ135 90

angle internal 135º

V

CODE A

RE090-LW135 90

left endcap

V

CODE A

RE090-ZL 90

10 units in plastic bag /80 units in carton

right endcap

V

CODE A

RE090-ZP 90

10 units in plastic bag /80 units in carton

C

A
B

A

C

B

A

C

D
A

B

A

A

C

B

A

A
B

A

B

C

A

A
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down pipe

V

CODE A B

SP050-RU200 50 2000

10 units in plastic bag /170 units on pallet

muff

V

CODE A B C

SP050-MU 50 62 32

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

elbow 67º

V

CODE A α
SP050-KO067 50 67

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

elbow 45º

V

CODE A α
SP050-KO045 50 45

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

Y branch 45º

V

CODE A B C α
SP050-TR045 50 50 145 45

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

PVC clamping ring

V

CODE A

SP050-OB 50

20 units in plastic bag /200 units in carton

metal pipe bracket

V

CODE A

SP050-OM 50

10 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton

reduction

G

CODE A B

SPUNI-G-08/05 80 50

1 unit in plastic bag /20 units in carton

universal gully

CODE A B C ø

OG-BUT 163 300 202 110

1 unit in plastic bag /8 units in carton

elastic elbow

CODE A ø

OG-KE110 ~400 110

1 unit /8 units in carton

pegged screw

CODE A ø

SPUNI-D-060 60 12
SPUNI-D-100 100 12
SPUNI-D-140 140 12
SPUNI-D-180 180 12
SPUNI-D-220 220 12
SPUNI-D-250 250 12

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

screw for sandwich panels

CODE

SPUNI-D-STW

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

AB

C

A

B

A

A

C

A

B

A

A

A
B

C

Ø

AB

A

Ø

A

20
12 (dla dybla 60 mm)

Ø

90 / 50
elements of the down pipe

G
B
V
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 110 / 80

elements of the gutter

1 unit on plastic bag /10 units in carton 5 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton 5 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton

gutter

CODE A B C D

RE110-RY400 107 68 4000 124

10 units in plastic bag /180 units on pallet

connector

CODE A B

RE110-LA 107 120

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

outlet

CODE A B C

RE110-OP080 107 220 80

1 unit in plastic bag /15 units in carton

PVC bracket

CODE A

RE110-HP 107

5 units in plastic bag /80 units in carton

long metal bracket

CODE A B C

RE110-HM 107 295 30

1 unit /25 units in carton

metal bracket

CODE A

RU110-HD 107

1 unit in plastic bag /20 units in carton

angle external 90º

CODE A B C

RE110-LZ090 107 185 54

1 unit in plastic bag /10 units in carton

angle internal 90º

CODE A B C

RE110-LW090 107 188 56

1 unit on plastic bag /10 units in carton

angle external 135º

CODE A

RE110-LZ135 107

1 unit on plastic bag /10 units in carton

angle internal 135º

CODE A

RE110-LW135 107

left endcap

CODE A

RE110-ZL 107

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R

K

W

A
B

C

A

C

B

A
A

C

B

A

A

A

A

C

A
B

A
B

C

D
A

B

right endcap

CODE A

RE110-ZP 107

V

A
R

K

W

A
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110 / 80, 130 / 80
elements of the down pipe

down pipe

CODE A B

SP080-RU400 80 4000

5 units in plastic bag /125 units on pallet

muff

CODE A B C

SP080-MU 80 84 43

10 units in plastic bag /60 units in carton

elbow 67º

CODE A α
SP080-KO067 80 67

5 units in plastic bag /60 units in carton

elbow 45º

CODE A α
SP080-KO045 80 45

5 units in plastic bag /40 units in carton

V

A
R

K

W

V

A
R
W

V

A
R

K

W
V

A
R

K

WAB

C

A

B

A

A

Y branch 67º

CODE A B C α
SP080-TR067 80 80 214 67

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

V

A
R

K

W

C

A

B

clamping ring PVC

CODE A

SP080-OD 80

15 units /60 units in carton

V

A
R

K

WA

reduction

G

CODE A B

SPUNI-G-100/80 100 80

1 unit /20 units in carton

universal gully

CODE A B C ø

OG-BUT 163 300 202 110

1 unit in plastic bag /8 units in carton

V

G
B

A
B

C

Ø

AB

elastic elbow

CODE A ø

OG-KE110 ~400 110

1 unit /8 units in carton

A

Ø

pegged screw

CODE A ø

SPUNI-D-060 60 12
SPUNI-D-100 100 12
SPUNI-D-140 140 12
SPUNI-D-180 180 12
SPUNI-D-220 220 12
SPUNI-D-250 250 12

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

screw for sandwich panels

CODE

SPUNI-D-STW

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

A

20
12 (dla dybla 60 mm)

Ø

Y branch 45º

CODE A B C α
SP080-TR045 80 80 214 45

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

V

A
R
W

C

A

B
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 130 / 80, 130 / 100

elements of the gutter

gutter

CODE A B C D

RE130-RY400 132 77 4000 152

10 units in plastic bag /240 units on pallet

connector

CODE A B

RE130-LA 132 50

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

outlet

CODE A B C

RE130-OP100 132 220 100

1 units in plastic bag /5 units in carton

outlet

CODE A B C

RE130-OP080 132 220 80

1 units in plastic bag /10 units in carton

PVC bracket

CODE A

RE130-HP 132

10 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton

long metal bracket

CODE A B C

RE130-HM 132 315 30

25 units in carton 
bracket thickness 3 mm

long metal bracket

CODE A B C

RE130-HG 132 320 24

25 units in carton 
bracket thickness 4 mm

universal bracket

CODE A

RU130-HD 132

20 units in carton

angle external 90º

CODE A B C

RE130-LZ090 132 220 66

1 unit in plastic bag /15 units in carton

angle internal 90º

CODE A B C

RE130-LW090 132 223 70

1 unit in plastic bag /15 units in carton

angle external 135º

CODE A

RE130-LZ135 132

1 unit in plastic bag /15 units in carton

angle internal 135º

CODE A

RE130-LW135 132

1 unit in plastic bag /15 units in carton

left endcap

CODE A

RE130-ZL 132

10 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton

right endcap

CODE A

RE130-ZP 132

10 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

K

W

A
R

C

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B

W

A

R

V

K

C

B
W

A
R

V
C

D
A

B

A
B

C

A
B

C

A
B

A

A

B

C

A

B

C

A A

C

B

A

C

B

A

A

A
A
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130 / 100
elements of the down pipe

down pipe

CODE A B

SP100-RU400 100 4000

5 units in plastic bag /80 units on pallet

muff

CODE A B

SP100-MU 100 121

2 units in plastic bag /40 units in carton

elbow 67º

CODE A α
SP100-KO067 100 67

5 units in plastic bag /30 units in carton

elbow 45º

CODE A α
SP100-KO045 100 45

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

AB

A

B

A

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

A

pegged screw

CODE A ø

SPUNI-D-60 60 12
SPUNI-D-100 100 12
SPUNI-D-140 140 12
SPUNI-D-180 180 12
SPUNI-D-220 220 12
SPUNI-D-250 250 12

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

A

20
12 (for pegged screw 60 mm)

Ø

elastic elbow

CODE A ø

OG-KE110 ~400 110

1 unit /8 units in carton

A

Ø

pour out element 67º

CODE A α
SP100-WL067 100 67

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

A

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

Y branch 67º

CODE A B C α
SP100-TR067 100 100 230 67

1 unit in plastic bag /10 units in carton

C

A

B

K

C

B
W

A
R

V
C

B
W
V

PVC clamping ring

CODE A

SP100-OD 100

10 units /40 units in carton

A

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

reduction

CODE A B

SPUNI-G-110/100 110 100

1 unit /20 units in carton

A
B

G

universal gully

CODE A B C ø

OG-BUT 163 300 202 110

1 unit in plastic bag /8 units in carton

C

Ø

AB V

G
B

C

A

B

Y branch 45º

CODE A B C α
SP100-TR04 100 100 260 45

1 unit on plastic bag /10 units in carton
*until stock has been sold out

C

B
W
V

screw for sandwich panels

CODE

SPUNI-D-STW

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

support for support brackets HW, HD

CODE

RUUNI-W-300

50 units in plastic bag /50 units in carton
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 150 / 100

elements of the gutter

1 unit /25 units in carton 1 unit /25 units in carton

gutter

CODE A B C D

RE150-RY400 148 99 4000 168

10 units in plastic bag /180 units on pallet

connector

CODE A B

RE150-LA 148 150

1 unit /25 units in carton

outlet

CODE A B C

RE150-OP100 148 220 100

1 unit in plastic bag /10 units in carton

PVC bracket

CODE A

RE150-HP 148

1 unit /50 units in carton

long metal bracket

CODE A B C

RE150-HM 148 335 30

1 unit /25 units in carton

angle external 90º

CODE A B C

RE150-LZ090 148 242 66

1 unit /10 units in carton

angle internal 90º

CODE A B C

RE150-LW090 148 240 70

1 unit  /10 units in carton

angle external 135º

CODE A

RE150-LZ135 148

1 unit  /10 units in carton

angle internal 135º

CODE A

RE150-LW135 148

1 unit /10 units in carton

left endcap

CODE A

RE150-ZL 148

right endcap

CODE A

RE150-ZP 148

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

G
V

C

B

D
A

C

A
B

A

A
B

C

A
B

A

C

B

A

A

A

C

B

A A
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 150 / 100

elements of the down pipe

down pipe

CODE A B

SP100-RU400 100 4000

5 units in plastic bag /80 units on pallet

muff

CODE A B

SP100-MU 100 121

2 units in plastic bag /40 units in carton

elbow 67º

CODE A α
SP100-KO067 100 67

5 units in plastic bag /30 units in carton

elbow 45º

CODE A α
SP100-KO045 100 45

5 units in plastic bag /25 units in carton

AB

A

B

A

A

screw for sandwich panels

CODE

SPUNI-D-STW

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

C

B
W

G

V

pour out element 67º

CODE A α
SP100-WL067 100 67

5 units in plastic bag /20 units in carton

A

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

Y branch 45º

CODE A B C α
SP100-TR045 100 100 260 45

1 unit in plastic bag /100 units in carton
*until stock has been sold out

C

A

B

C

B
W

G

V

universal gully

CODE A B C ø

OG-BUT 163 300 202 110

1 unit in plastic bag /8 units in carton

C

Ø

AB
V

G
B

PVC clamping ring

CODE A

SP100-OD 100

10 units /40 units in carton

reduction

CODE A B

SPUNI-G-110/100 110 100

1 unit /20 units in carton

A

A
B

G

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

Y branch 67º

CODE A B C α
SP100-TR067 100 100 230 67

1 unit in plastic bag /10 units in carton

C

A

B

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

elastic elbow

CODE A ø

OG-KE110 ~400 110

1 unit /8 units in carton

pegged screw

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

A

Ø

A

20
12 (for pegged screw 60 mm)

Ø

CODE A ø

SPUNI-D-60 60 12
SPUNI-D-100 100 12
SPUNI-D-140 140 12
SPUNI-D-180 180 12
SPUNI-D-220 220 12
SPUNI-D-250 250 12

K

C

B
W

A
R

V

K

C

B
W

A
R

V
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC

180 / 125
elements of the gutter

gutter

CODE A B C D

RE180-RY400 183 110 4000 208

8 units in plastic bag /120 units on pallet

connector

CODE A B

RE180-LA 183 150

1 unit /20 units in carton

outlet

CODE A B C

RE180-OP125 183 400 125

1 unit /11 units in carton

long metal bracket

CODE A B C

RE180-HM 183 340 30

1 unit /30 units in carton

left endcap

CODE A

RE180-ZL 183

1 unit /25 units in carton

right endcap

CODE A

RE180-ZP 183

1 unit /25 units in carton

G

G G

G G

G

C

B

D
A

C

AB
A

B

AB

C

A
A
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Gutter System
Galeco PVC 180 / 125

elements of the down pipe

C

A

B

B

A

A

A
B

C

Ø

AB

A

Ø

down pipe

CODE A B

SP125-RU400 125 4000

3 units in plastic bag /48 units on pallet

muff

CODE A B C

SP125-MU 125 116 66

1 unit /24 sztuki w kartonie

elbow 45º

CODE A α
SP125-KO045 125 45

1 unit /15 units in carton

Y branch 45º

CODE A B C α
SP125-TR045 125 125 319 45

1 unit /6 units in carton

clean - out

CODE A B

SP125-RW 125 280

1 unit /6 units in carton

PVC clamping ring with pegged screw

CODE A

SP125-OD190 125

1 unit on plastic bag /50 units in carton

reduction

CODE A B

SPUNI-G-160/125 160 125

1 unit /20 units in carton

universal gully

CODE A B C ø

OG-BUT 163 300 202 110

1 unit in plastic bag /8 units in carton

elastic elbow

CODE A ø

OG-KE110 ~400 110

1 unit on plastic bag /8 units in carton

pegged screw

CODE A ø

SPUNI-D-060 60 12
SPUNI-D-100 100 12
SPUNI-D-120 140 12
SPUNI-D-140 180 12
SPUNI-D-220 220 12
SPUNI-D-250 250 12

10 units in plastic bag /100 units in carton

G

G G

G G

G

G GV

G

B

A

B
C

A
AB

A

20
12 (for pegged screw 60 mm)

Ø
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15 cm
15 cm

Podstawowe zasady
Zaplanuj system orynnowania uwzględniając:
— wielkość systemu pozwalającą na odprowadzenie wody z powierzchni Twojego dachu 

(patrz tabela).
— ilość odpływów, łączników, zaślepek, haków i rynien oraz rur i kształtek do rur.
Pamiętaj, iż w systemach orynnowania Galeco zarówno odpływ jak i łącznik są mocowa-
ne na sztywno do deski czołowej (lub przy pomocy wspornika do deski nakrokwiowej), 
co stabilizuje system.
Pamiętaj, iż rynna powinna wystawać poza połać dachową przynajmniej połową swojej 
średnicy i aby nie stanowić jedynego oparcia dla zsuwającego się z dachu śniegu nie może
wystawać poza linię będącą przedłużeniem dachu (rys. 1).
Rynny należy montować z zalecanym spadkiem 28 mm na 10 m (1:350).
Nie zalecamy montażu rynien w temperaturze poniżej 0oC.

By zapewnić gładkie przesuwanie rynny po uszczelce przy ekspansji termicznej, należy uszczel-
ki przetrzeć środkiem poślizgowym.
W odróżnieniu od innych systemów rynnowych dostępnych na rynku rynny GALECO mo-
żemy montować również po wcześniejszym zainstalowaniu pasa nadrynnowego!

Rynny Galeco można zakładać dopiero po założeniu pokrycia dachowego. Unika się w ten 
sposób ryzyka zniszczenia rynien przez spadające przy kładzeniu dachu przedmioty (rys. 1 A).
1. Montaż odpływu
Ustal pozycję odpływu. Pamiętaj, iż odpływ wyznacza najniższy punkt systemu. Odpływ
może być montowany skrajnie lub centralnie (rys. 2).
2. Montaż haków
Haki mocujemy do deski czołowej, krokwi (o ile ich rozstaw nie przekracza 60 cm) lub łaty
nakrokwiowej. Przy odpływie i łączniku haki powinny być zamontowane z zachowaniem 
odstępu max. 15 cm z każdej strony.
Zamocuj najdalszy hak na przeciwległym końcu odpływu tak, aby zapewnić zalecany spa-
dek. Koniec haka nie może przecinać płaszczyzny przedłużenia połaci dachowej. Umożliwi
to zsuwanie się śniegu bez obciążania rynny (na terenach o dużych opadach śniegu zaleca 
się zamontować płotki przeciwśnieżne). Napięty mocno sznurek między odpływem a ha-
kiem wskaże wysokość montażu pozostałych haków oraz łączników. Rozstaw haków nie 
może przekraczać 60 cm (rys. 3a, 3b, 3c).
3. Montaż rynny i łączników
Montaż rynien rozpoczynamy od miejsca najdalszego od odpływu (nie usuwając jeszcze 
napiętego sznurka). Pierwszą rynnę dopasowujemy do haków, jej koniec wyznacza nam 
miejsce montażu łącznika. Dla umożliwienia ekspansji termicznej należy montować rynny 
na łącznikach zgodnie z zaznaczonymi liniami montażowymi (rys. 4). Po zamocowaniu 
łącznika montujemy rynnę wsuwając ją do zamka haków i łącznika od strony deski czołowej
(rys. 4a) i wciskając kolejno w zamki zewnętrzne haków (rys. 4b, 4c). W ten sam sposób 
montujemy kolejne rynny dochodząc do odpływu. Zalecamy wycięcie otworu w rynnie 
w miejscu odpływu zamiast przecinania całkowicie rynny. Nie zalecamy wykorzystywania 
odpływu jako łącznika dwóch odrębnych odcinków rynny.
4. Połączenie odpływu z rurą odpływową lub kolankiem
Przy dachach bez okapu rurę wkładamy (przy pomocy mufy) bezpośrednio do odpływu
(rys. 5a). Przy dachach z okapem łączymy odpływ z rurą spustową przy pomocy dwóch 
kolanek i przyciętego na odpowiednią długość odcinka rury (rys. 5b).
5. Połączenie dwóch rur spustowych
Rury łączymy przy pomocy mufy pamiętając o pozostawieniu szczeliny dylatacyjnej umożli-
wiającej rozszerzalność cieplną systemu (rys. 6).

Ustawienie
rury

spustowej
Typ rynny

52 m2 83 m2 115 m2 150 m2 248 m2

69 m2 194 m2 270 m2 325 m2 502 m2

Rozmiar rury 50 mm 80 mm 100 / 80 mm 100 mm 125 mm

Mounting instructions

General principles
Plan your gutter system, bearing in mind the following:

–  the system should be so sized, to ensure water drainage out of your roof 
(see the table),

– the number of outlets, joiners, stoppers, hooks, gutters, tubes and tube fittings.

Remember that both the outlet and joiner in Galeco gutter systems are rigidly mounted 
to the fascia board (or with a support to rafter board) to further strengthen the structure. 
Remember that the gutter should protrude outside the roof surface by at least half 
of its diameter, and it cannot come out of the line extending from the roof, not to be 
the only support point for snow sliding down (see fig. 1). Provide the recommended 
inclination of 20 mm per 10 m (1:350) for the gutters mounted. It is not recommended 
to mount the gutters in temperatures below 0ºC. It is a good practice to seal the gaskets 
in fittings with silicone sealant. This will ensure smooth gutter travel through the gasket 
during thermal expansion. As opposed to competitive systems available in the market, 
the GALECO gutters can also be mounted after prior installing the gutter strip! The 
Galeco gutters can be mounted after the roof covering is installed. This will allow to avoid 
damage of the gutters by objects which fall down during roofing works. (see fig. 1a).

1. Mounting the outlet
Decide the outlet position. Be aware that the outlet determines the lowest point in the 
system. The outlet can be side or centrally mounted (see fig. 2).

2. Mounting the hooks
Mount the hooks to the fascia board, rafters (if spaced at least every 60 cm), or to the rafter 
lath. Fix the last hook on the opposite outlet end, so that to ensure the recommended 
inclination. The hook end may not collide with the plane extending from the roof surface. 
This will allow snow removal with no load exerted on the gutter (it is recommended 
to install snow fences in regions when heavy snowfalls occur). Use a tensioned line, 
extended between the hook and outlet to establish the mounting height for the other 
hooks and joiners. The minimum hook spacing is 60 cm (see fig. 3a, 3b, 3c).

3. Mounting the gutter and joiners
Start mounting the gutter in the furthest point from the outlet (do not remove the 
tensioned line yet). Match the first gutter piece to the hooks and its end will determine 
the mounting location for the joiner. Mount the gutters in the joiners according 
to the mounting lines marked, to ensure thermal expansion. (see fig. 4). Once you have 
installed the joiner, mount the gutter by sliding it into the hooks and joiner, from the fascia 
board side (see fig. 4a), and pushing it into the hooks (see fig. 4b and 4c). Repeat 
the procedure for the other gutters while approaching the outlet. It is recommended 
to cut a hole in the gutter, rather than to cut it all the way. It is not recommended 
to use the outlet as a joiner for two separate gutter pieces. In places susceptible 
to intensive snowfalls, it is recommended to install gutters below the plane of the roof 
extension. Excessive snowfalls in the horizontal part of the gutter system cause 
the freezing of the entire system. This, in turn, leads to the unsealing and blocking 
of the system, preventing the proper run-off of water. In order to eliminate such 
irregularities in the system’s operation, it is recommended to consider the use 
of a separate defreezing system

4. Joining the outlet with a drain pipe or elbow
For roofs with no eaves install the pipe (with a sleeve) immediately in the outlet (see fig. 
5a). For roofs with eaves join the outlet with drain pipe, with two elbows and a piece 
of tube cut to size. (see fig. 5b).

Gutter System
Galeco PVC

fig. 1

fig. 1a

fig. 2

fig. 3a

fig. 3b
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5. Joint between two drain pipes
Use a sleeve to join the pipes, not forgetting to leave the expansion gap to ensure 
thermal expansion in the system (see fig. 6).

6. Mounting the clamping rings
The minimum spacing of clamping rings is 1.8 m (see fig. 7). For mounting use 
screws of length matched to the thickness of wall thermal insulation. The clamping 
rings are intended to hold the pipes in vertical position, and they cannot interfere 
with the system thermal expansion, therefore avoid tightening them too hard.

7. System ending, water outlet
a) Water dumped onto the ground – install an elbow or a nozzle on the drain pipe end. 
The minimum distance between the nozzle and the ground is 20 cm (see fig. 8a).
b) Connecting to a rainwater sewerage or to rainwater tank – install the pipe end 
in a previously prepared sediment trap (revision hole), which connects the gutter system 
with rainwater sewerage (see fig. 8b).

8. Summary (see fig. 9).

fig. 3c

fig. 4b

fig. 5b

fig. 9

fig. 4a

fig. 5a

fig. 7

fig. 8b

fig. 4

fig. 4c

fig. 6

fig. 8a
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Gutter System Galeco STEEL
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+15%

+15%

+15%

+15%

+15%

Gutter System Galeco STEEL

While building a house, you think not only about your children, but also about your 
grandchildren. That is why we developed durable and reliable solutions, which will ensure 
your comfort and smile for many years. Galeco STEEL guttering system guarantees a long-
lasting satisfaction from the purchase and... a smile for rainy weather.

Advantages

Patented shape of the gutter protecting from 
overflow of water, even during heavy rain.

Convenient installation of the system: first 
assembly of the hooks, then after fitting the guttes, 
the assembly of the gutters, in this way you will avoid 
the risk of damaging the system during roof works.

The only gasket elbows available on the market 
made from coated sheet significantly reduce
the cost of the whole system.

Gutter profile deeper from profiles of 
competitive systems available on the market, which 
guarantees much higher water draining efficiency.

High durability of sheets thanks to application 
of 4 layers protecting from atmospheric conditions.

Gutters and down pipes are protected by foil, 
which protects from scratching during transport.

The only complete gutter and downpipe 
protection system on the market: capping, covering 
with film and the internal pipe seam guarantees high 
aesthetical value and lack of scratches.

1. Fine look.

2. High mechanical resistance.

3. High resistance to temperature differences.

4. 10-year warranty.

5. Top quality steel.

6. Ecological gutter-coating materials.

7. Specially profiled hook with a high load strength.

Functional values
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